
 

 

Communication Report to the AGM 
October 6, 2020 

1. General: 
1.1. The Communication Committee has done its best to keep the residents apprised of the activities of 

the Association throughout the pandemic. 

2. Web Site: 
2.1. We have had some help to improve the website this summer.  Kshitij Deopa has provided Bob with 

some much-needed advice, particularly with media files. Many thanks and there’s more work to do. 
2.2. The Events, Volunteers and Program pages have been particularly active. 
2.3. As always, we welcome suggestions or observations to improve the site.  So, please, check it out. 

3. Newsletter:  
3.1. We produced two newsletters this year. Our Newsletter Coordinator, Jessie, published the Winter 

issue but was unable to continue in the spring.  A brief “Communique” was published in June to 
address the effect the pandemic was having.  It included an appeal for volunteers and announced the 
Rink Rebuild. 

3.2. The Fall issue was sent later than usual because the coronavirus caused confusion for the programs.  
Fortunately, the schools started later than usual, so no real time was lost. 

3.3. With any luck, we will have a new Coordinator to prepare the Winter issue for publication in 
December.  Submissions must be received by November 30. 

3.4. During the coming year, we hope to find the resources to print and deliver, at least, one issue door-to-
door and fulfil our requirement for the City’s Annual Operating Grant. 

4. Social Media: 
4.1. Facebook and Instagram have been our primary connection to the community over the summer, 

thanks to Kelsey.  Announcements about the SUM Theatre production, Volunteers of the Month and 
the Rink Rebuild have kept us in the mind of our followers. 

4.2. October 1st insights: Facebook Likes - 420 (up 17 since September 1st), 
Facebook Followers - 436 (up 17 since September 1st), 
Instagram Followers - 51 (5 new followers since September 1st). 

4.3. Facebook has been reaching beyond our boundaries, as evidenced by the announcement in the 
StarPhoenix the day before the first Saturday of the Rink Rebuild. 

5. Mailing List: 
5.1. We sent the announcements of the Community Association meetings, Newsletters and the Rink 

Rebuild to the 400 addresses on the mailing list.  This number has been stable as for each new 
address we gain, we lose one. 

6. Sign: 
6.1. The pandemic meant there were no students to maintain the Sign for us, from March to August.  

Thanks to Janet Simpson, the QE School Principal, we were able to post an appeal for volunteers to 
help with the rink rebuild. 

6.2. We have had a discussion, with Principal Simpson, regarding access to the key and the letters, so we 
can change the message when the students are unavailable. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Communication Committee: 

Bob McNaughton 
Kelsey Olson 


